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STATE
ENVIRONMENT

Home State
Environment

Continuous aggression by home state

There was a circle of violence conducted by
the state
Sadat arrested the brother of Khalid
Islambouli
There was no real party, only Sadat’s party
There was social poverty
My country wasn’t Islamic
Hitler waged the Second World War
People had lived under the terrible Nazis
Sadat changed everything
The people are interested in the African cup,
not politics
The state agency gave me an apprenticeship as
a librarian
The government is Muslim
The people become educated
Sadat had given us freedom
The police stood in front of the building for
days and didn’t do anything
If there were no state structures
General Taylor said they were going to bomb
Vietnam back into the Stone Age
The US conducts imperialism
The ummah is suffering from disunity
We have to thank the Americans and the
British for freedom of speech
The state law must be accepted even if it is
unjust
We need a structure organizing life
There would be chaos if there were no
structure.
I respect the law
Prison and torture are an exam given by God
State representatives have a human dignity
We denied the state the right to use violence
against the people
I thought it was unbearable to never say
anything political
I must act if I see that the government does
something wrong
The government is strong
The state had difficulties to find employees for
top positions
There were the secret services of the US and
the Russians
The US had lost the war in Vietnam
We, the people, are all one
The resistance was successful in Iran and the
Sudan
The Ummah is deteriorating

Aggression by home state
Domination by home state
Strained living conditions
Unreligious state
Aggression by previous state
Domination by previous State
Change of home state
Ignorance of fellow citizens
Support by home state
Religious state
Education of the people
Absence of oppression by home state
Absence of aggression by home state

System of
States

Absence of State Structures
Aggression by Foreign State
Imperialism
Disunity of Muslims
Absence of Domination by Foreign State

STATE
PERCEPTIONS

Value of state
structures

Superiority of state structure
Indispensability of state structure
Negative consequences of absence of state
structure
Acceptance of state structure
Acceptance of state aggression
Acceptance of state representative
Absence of acceptance of state aggression
Absence of acceptance of state
Duty for action against state

State power

Strength of home state
Absence of strength of home state
Strength of foreign state

Power of state
resistance

Weakness of foreign state
Importance of the people
Victory of international resistance against
state system
Weakness of international resistance
against state system
Support from foreign state for peaceful
activity against home state
Flexible structure of resistance
Strength of resistance against home state

The US supported us in 2005 [Egyptian
election year].
Resistance groups had a very rigid structure
Societal movements were spreading
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Weakness of resistance against home state
GOALS

Political goals

Transformatory goal
Political goal
Absolute priority of political goal
Absence of priority of political goal
Existence of absolute priority of
transformatory goal
Priority of goal opposing violence

Private goals

MEANS

Availability

Absence of absolute priority of political
goal
Absolute priority of private goal
Private goal
Possibility for violence
Absence of peaceful means
Alternative to violence
Possibility for nonviolent resistance
Continuation of peaceful activity against
home state
Peaceful activity against home state
Peaceful activity against foreign state
Existence of peaceful activity against
home state
Existence of international resistance
against state system
Existence of violence against home state
Existence of violence against foreign state

Value

Necessity for violence
Absence of necessity for violence
Insufficiency of peaceful means
Enjoyment of violence
Dislike of violence
Absence of approval for violence by
family
Absence of approval for violence by the
people
Support from the people for peaceful
activity against home state
Support from foreign state for peaceful
activity against home state
Support for violence from the people

Application

Existence of international resistance
against system of states

We [resistance group] failed to occupy the
building
We wanted a revolution
We wanted to reduce prices for public
transport
Political change was more important to me
than anything else
We didn’t question power structures. We were
satisfied with changing the mentality of the
generation.
The Jama’a only saw the Sharia
We wanted to win the hearts and minds of the
people
We have time, change comes step by step
Self-fulfillment has absolute priority in my
life
I had the wish of an easy life with wealth
I thought of violence for the first time
There is no justice by peaceful means
I had an alternative to violence
It is possible to not participate in politics and
not use violence. Many Egyptians do that.
I went back to the Jama’a mosque twice
I write a weblog
I demonstrated against the US
The Muslim Brothers have hope in politics,
they are totally against violence
We saw ourselves in the international context
of freedom movements
Some students wanted to introduce Islamic
governance by force
The war against colonialization in the Third
World
The question of not using violence did not
pose itself
Violence is not a duty, even if you see
something bad
We wanted more than da’awa [invitation to
Islam]
I liked shooting
I hated violence
My mom told me to never do anything like
this [resort to violence]
The people would never support us if we used
violence
The activities of the Muslim Brotherhood are
very popular
The US supported us in 2005 [when the
Muslim Brotherhood gained numerous seats in
the elections]
We thought the people agreed [to using
violence]
We saw ourselves in the international context
of freedom movements
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CONSEQUENCES
OF MEANS

Consequences
of violence

Existence of violent resistance against
home state
Existence of violent resistance against
foreign state
Existence of nonviolent resistance against
home state
Absence of action against home state
Existence of nonviolent resistance against
foreign state
Nonviolent activity against foreign state
Nonviolent activity supporting state
Acceptance of negative consequences of
violence
Possibility of reaching goals by violence
Avoidance of negative consequences of
violence
Absence of acceptance of negative
consequences of violence
Negative consequences of victory of
resistance in foreign state
Impossibility of reaching goals by
violence
Absence of success of violence

Consequences
of peaceful
means

PRIVATE LIFE

Personality

Experiences

Religious
beliefs

Negative consequences of violence
Possibility of reaching goals by peaceful
means
Success of peaceful activity against state
Absence of success of peaceful activity
against home state
Negative consequences of absence of
action against home state
Self-conviction
Psychological problems
Weakness of will
Interest in politics
Absence of interest in politics
Education
Absence of education
Negative experiences in system
Peaceful activity
Success
Absence of success
Distance from others
Joining the army
Refusal to join the army
Obedience to God
Weakness of human beings

Some people who went to prison turned
against the government with force
The Red Army Faction attacked the US
headquarters
The MB have hopes in politics and they are
totally against violence.
If I don’t do anything against the state
There were bread strikes and demonstrations
against Israel.
I demonstrated against the US
We were producing a newspaper for Daimler
I was ready to die for this [goal]
I thought at the time that the army could bring
the change [talking about the assassination of
President Sadat]
We had to go abroad [talking about the RAF
siege of the German embassy in Sweden]
A bad government is better than a war killing
thousands
People were dominated in Cuba, where Batista
created an authoritarian state
There is no way that violence can change the
state
There was no success of violence in Algeria
and the Sudan
Violence kills people
Elections are the only way to improve society
This protected us, Newell [political activist]
was not tortured
I had no success to get justice at court
If I don’t act, society will stand still.
I had very strong beliefs
I suffered from psychological problems
I was very lazy
I became interested in politics
I had no interest in politics
My mom taught me values
There was no kindergarden, nobody cared
about us
The boss took the benefits for himself
I started reading
I became a doctor
I didn’t finish my studies
I started to distance myself from my family
I joined the military
I refused to join the army
There are religious duties
God determines the outcome
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